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Solid-state systems have potential advantages as platforms for manipulating spin states in several

applications, such as quantum computing. Here, it is most desirable to utilize the zero phonon line

(ZPL), since its corresponding states are partially shielded from loss and dephasing, but it often

directly overlaps in frequency with broadened phonon sidebands at room temperature. The ZPL in

solid-state spin systems, such as xenon vacancy centers in diamond and transition metal ions in

crystals, is often magnetic dipole (MD), whereas the broadened phonon sideband is predominantly

electric dipole (ED). In this letter, we numerically demonstrate a nanorod system that efficiently

suppresses ED absorption, and furthermore allows selective detection of emitted radiation originat-

ing from MD transitions. The factor of suppression of electric absorption is 1:3� 104, while the

factor of detected ED emission suppression is 20 in the plane. We also show that a nanoparticle

suppresses ED emission by a factor of 12. This approach can allow nanoscale decoupling of ZPL

from the phonon sidebands, thus facilitating the use of solid-state material systems with MD ZPL

transitions for on-chip quantum applications. VC 2016 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4942392]

Strong interaction with states shielded from dephasing

and nonradiative losses through the zero phonon line (ZPL)

are necessary to maintain coherence, in particular, for both

the generation of remotely entangled multi-qubit photon

states and creation of single photon sources.1,2 For these rea-

sons, interactions through ZPL transitions have recently been

studied.3–5 Separate research on transition metal ions has

shown that ZPLs from Mg4þ, V2þ, and Cr3þ in crystalline

hosts, such as MgO, can be magnetic in nature, while the

overlapping phonon emission has a highly electric dipole

character.6–8 With a properly designed quantum state and

local emitter environment, one could selectively address

such magnetic ZPL transitions in various systems, and

reduce the detrimental effect of phonon broadening at ele-

vated temperatures.

MD emission and absorption have received significant

research attention in the past several years. Several material

systems such as lanthanide ions and transitional metals

have been investigated.8–10 Structures like metal mirrors,

nanolayers, and plasmonic nanostrip arrays have been pro-

posed for selective far field emission originating from MD

transitions.8–11 Selective excitation of MD transitions

has also been demonstrated using azimuthally polarized

beams.12

In this paper, we demonstrate that a doped nanocrystal

embedded in the cylindrical nanorod having a high refractive

index permits a sharp distinction between MD and ED transi-

tions. High electric dipole absorption suppression is achieved

by placing the structure in the bull’s eye of azimuthally

polarized beam. Emission of two electric dipole polarizations

(Ex and Ey) are suppressed due to the high index contrast

reflection of the nanorod walls, while the third polarization

(Ez) is canceled using a polarizer. As an example of an ex-

perimental system, we show that by embedding a Cr3þ-

doped MgO nanocrystal in a silicon nanorod, the 698 nm

ZPL 2E! 4A2 transition can be accessed and read, while

strongly suppressing spurious interactions.

Azimuthally polarized beams can be generated using

several techniques, such as liquid crystal polarization con-

verters, diffractive interferometers, or fiber-optic solu-

tions.13–15 In this work, we have analyzed excitation through

azimuthally polarized beam for the case of the nanorod posi-

tioned in the bull’s eye of the beam at the beam waist, with

the nanorod axis coinciding with the beam axis [Fig. 1(a)].

The electric field for the azimuthally polarized

Laguerre–Gaussian p ¼ 0 and l ¼ 1 mode are given by16

E r; hð Þ ¼ ĥE0

ffiffiffi
2
p r

w0

exp � r2

w2
0

 !
exp ihð Þexp ikhzð Þ: (1)

We approximate the corresponding magnetic field at

r=w0 � 1 by

H r; hð Þ ¼ ẑiE0

ffiffiffi
2
p k

Zpw0

exp � r2

w2
0

 !
exp ihð Þexp ikhzð Þ; (2)

where Z is the impedance of the medium, k is the wavelength

in the medium, wo is the beam waist, and kh is the wavevec-

tor in the z-direction. It is clear from the field distribution

that magnetic field has a smooth Gaussian shape, with a

maximum at the center of the beam while electric field

approaches zero linearly with distance to the center. The

absorption rate W ¼ fNI, where f is the oscillator strength,

N is the ion concentration, and I is the field intensity. The

field intensity in terms of electric and magnetic fields is
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given by I ¼ eh�jEj2=2 and I ¼ eh�Z2jHj2=2, respectively,

where v is the speed of light in the medium and eh is the host

permittivity.

We simulated emission from the nanorod structure in 3

dimensions, as shown in Fig. 1(b), using a freely available

electromagnetic simulation package known as MEEP17 on

the Purdue Carter community computer cluster.18 For high

accuracy, the grid spacing for the 3D simulations was set as

0.3 nm. Magnetic and electric unit dipole sources were

placed at the center of the nanocrystal and were assumed to

emit isotropically. The average emitted power was then com-

puted by time-averaging the Poynting vector component in

the x direction after passing through an ideal polarizer with

an Ey transmission axis. The only non-zero contribution is

EyðtÞ � HzðtÞ, because the EzðtÞ � HyðtÞ term vanishes when Ez

is screened out. As discussed later, the nanorod orientation

itself may be able to substitute for the polarizer. The flux in

the x-direction, spanning a 2p=3 steradian solid angle, was

then analyzed. Emission fluxes were computed both in the

far field and in the near field, and were shown to produce the

same results therefore for high-resolution 3D simulations

near field fluxes were used to minimize the computational

load. All flux planes in subsequent analysis was located at a

distance s¼L from the center of the nanocrystal and had

dimensions of 2L� 2L. For Cr3þ :MgO and silicon, the re-

fractive indices were taken to be np ¼ 1:73þ 0:00023i and

nr ¼ 3:78þ 0:0026i at 698 nm, respectively.19,20 To maxi-

mize the refractive index contrast between the nanorod and

the medium host material, the latter was assumed to be low-

k porous silica, with a refractive index of n¼ 1.1.21

To efficiently absorb the energy via ZPL selective exci-

tations of MD transition, it is necessary to reduce spurious

nanorod absorption. The ratio between the electric and mag-

netic field magnitudes in the center of the focused beam

described by Eqs. (1) and (2) can be approximated as

jHðr; hÞj=jEðr; hÞj ¼ k=ðZprÞ. We can view this problem

through the quasistatic approximation. In the case of the cen-

tral region of the azimuthally polarized beam,
Ð

B �
HdV=

Ð
D � EdV � 1 and r � k. Therefore, the magnetostatic

approximation can be employed. This implies that electric

fields are set through Faraday’s law with magnetic fields act-

ing as a source and, due to purely transverse boundary condi-

tion, both the electric and magnetic fields in the bull’s eye

region are only perturbed from the homogeneous case by a

change in the effective medium permittivity. In this case,

r0=k ¼ 0:004, where r0 is the nanorod radius, and thus, the

perturbation can be neglected for our analysis. Therefore, we

can directly use local fields for the homogeneous medium

defined in Equations (1) and (2) to estimate the ratio of Cr3þ

ZPL absorbed power to spuriously absorbed power.

The Cr3þ :MgO absorption was estimated from experi-

mental data19 to be a ¼ 8 cm�1 at 10% doping levels for the

media with effective refractive index n ¼ 1:1. The silicon

absorption coefficient is taken to be a ¼ 440 cm�1 (at

698 nm).20 Absorption ratio of ED and MD transitions using

data from Ref. 22 was assumed to be 5:1. Ratio of ED and

MD absorption as well as spurious absorption was derived

from the absorption rate equations above, using local electric

and magnetic fields. The setup was optimized over a range

of nanorod diameter and lengths, as well as beam diameter

values attainable at this wavelength. We found that smaller

beam diameters generally yield higher ratio of absorbed to

total power, while the nanorod gives lowest spurious absorp-

tion for the smallest diameter values (preferably, 5 nm or

below). The height of the nanorod was selected to provide

high suppression factor which tends to plateau for L=dn > 5.

Based on this work, the nanorod diameter and height were

set to dn¼ 5 nm and L¼ 25 nm, respectively, while the diam-

eter of the Cr3þ :MgO spherical nanocrystal was set to a

value dp¼ 3.75 nm. In this geometry, the suppression of the

electric dipole absorption due to the azimuthal beam excita-

tion, compared to the vacuum plane wave excitation case,

was calculated to be a factor of 1:3� 104, despite the typical

enhancement associated with presence in a higher index

medium.

Given the above parameters, and taking into account the

nonuniform electric field distribution within the nanorod, we

obtain the power absorbed by ZPL magnetic transition to be

94% of the total absorbed power. The portion of radiation

FIG. 1. (a) Electric field amplitude of an azimuthally polarized beam. The

nanorod structure (shown in white) is positioned in the bull’s eye of the

beam. Black arrows specify direction of electric field. (b) A layout of the

detection scheme for the MD and ED polarized emissions, along with its

characteristic geometric parameters.
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absorbed by the ED transitions in the Cr3þ :MgO nanocrystal

at k ¼ 698 nm is 0.032%. By comparison, a nanocrystal

within nanorod excited by a plane-wave would only yield

4% of the total absorption as a ZPL magnetic transition. The

ratio of absorbed to total power carried by the azimuthally

polarized beam is 5:33� 10�13, assuming w0 ¼ k . Total

power was calculated by integrating the Eh � Hr Poynting

vector in the XY plane. Average power absorbed via mag-

netic transition was computed using Pm
abs ¼ xl00jHj 2V=2 ,22

where l00 is imaginary part of magnetic permeability, and V
is the nanocrystal volume.

The Laguerre-Gaussian modes with l > 0 carry angular

momentum, and therefore may suppress scattering, due to the

elimination of the lowest-order spherical harmonic scattering

mode. In particular, angular-momentum-induced transparency

has been suggested for the nanoparticles in Ref. 23. Following

the same procedure, we calculated the ratio of scattered to

absorbed power for the a¼ 2.5 nm radius silicon particle for

the Laguerre-Gaussian p¼ 0, l¼ 1 mode will be 2� 10�15.

For a plane wave excitation, the same factor would be 3:9, as

calculated using Rayleigh total power scattering formula

Ps ¼
4p
3Z

k4a6 ep � eh

ep þ 2eh

� �2

jE0j2; (3)

where ep is a particle permittivity. Therefore, azimuthal exci-

tation presents significant advantage from the scattering per-

spective, especially for low absorbing materials. This effect

should similarly hold for the analyzed nanorod structure, due

to the same excitation mode profile and azimuthal boundary

conditions.

Emission suppression due to subwavelength dielectric

confinement in thin layers has been investigated previously.24

In particular, it has been shown that P?e ¼ P0;?
e ðeh=elÞ2 and

Pkm ¼ P0;k
m , where P?e , Pkm and P0;?

e , P0;k
m are powers emitted

by the out-of-plane polarized electric dipole and in-plane

polarized magnetic dipoles in the thin layer and in the host

material, respectively, and el is the permittivity of the thin

layer. We verified that this scaling with a thin dielectric layer

finite-difference time domain (FDTD) simulations. In particu-

lar, we found that for silicon/porous silica system out-of-plane

polarized electric dipole emission rate is reduced by a factor

of 141 relative to the host material. Intuitively, from the point

of view of the Poynting theorem, the electric dipole suppres-

sion can be seen as a result of the out-of-phase reflected E

field suppressing the J � E input power term. The out-of-phase

reflections take place due to boundary conditions, which can-

not support propagating modes along the plane of the thin

layer.

From this previous work, it is clear that increasing the

spatial confinement through thin sheets, as well as the con-

trast between the permittivities of the host and the thin layer,

can both insure a high level of electric dipole emission sup-

pression. However, this effect only extends over a very nar-

row range of angles. As a result, the total suppression of the

detectable radiated power is small, because emission at other

angles is not suppressed. Thus, to make practical use of this

phenomenon, it is important to extend this effect over a

broader angular range.

Reducing the dimensionality of the structure to a nano-

rod with a small radius creates 2D spatial confinement,

which allows it to separate magnetic dipole emission from

electric dipole emission over this broader range of angles.

The trade-off associated with increased confinement is low-

ering of the maximum suppression factor, due to reduced

out-of-phase reflections. For a Cr3þ : MgO nanocrystal em-

bedded in a silicon nanorod with the geometry given above,

we obtained a factor of 20 suppression of electric dipole

emission, along with the associated magnetic dipole emis-

sion losses of <1%. It is to a large degree insensitive to exact

position of the nanocrystal within nanorod, shown in Fig.

2(b), with a relative change of about 3% for a 6 nm shift in

position of the particle (assuming it stays within the nano-

rod). Furthermore, the suppression effect extends over broad

range of subwavelength nanorod dimensions, as shown in

Fig. 3. For larger structures, there is also an increase in emis-

sion rate due to the higher density of states. This increased

emission rate comes at the price not only of a larger form

factor but also increased spurious absorption. The overall

emission of the ED radiation for this geometry is reduced by

57%, which should improve the dephasing dynamics of the

quantum state.

FIG. 2. (a) Total detected power without the structure (blue solid), with the

nanorod structure (green dashed dot), nanoparticle structure (black dot) and

emitted via magnetic dipole (MD)-only transitions (red dash). The spectral

profile produced using data from Ref. 8. Electric dipole (ED) and MD transi-

tions are depicted. (b) Suppression ratio versus position of the nanocrystal

along z direction from the center of the nanorod.
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Alternatively, a silicon coated MgO nanoparticle instead

of the nanorod may be used. The advantages of using this ge-

ometry include isotropic suppression of electric dipole emis-

sions and reduced host absorption losses. The estimated

absorbed ZPL power is 97%. The electric emission suppres-

sion factor is lower than for the nanorod (a factor of 12 for

5 nm diameter silicon, with a 2.5 nm diameter embedded

crystal), again due to reduced out-of-phase reflections.

However, since it is isotropic, the overall ED emission will

be significantly lower, reduced by about 92%. Fig. 2(a)

shows estimated emission spectrum at the room temperature

for Cr3þ :MgO nanocrystal embedded into nanorod structure

and nanoparticle structure.

Importantly, the high index embedded methodology pre-

sented here is very generic, and to a large degree insensitive

to the refractive index of the embedded nanocrystal. Thus,

other crystalline materials with suitable dopants shielded from

high dephasing rates may be utilized in a similar manner to

facilitate access to magnetic ZPL transitions. For instance, it

has previously been shown that a xenon impurity ZPL in dia-

mond also has a magnetic dipole nature.25 Figure 3 shows

emission plots versus the size of the nanorod for diamond

nanocrystals.

In this work, we have chosen the dimensions of the ana-

lyzed structure to reduce spurious absorption by utilizing the

null electric field at the bull’s eye of the azimuthal beam. The

linear absorption of silicon at 698 nm is the main physical

mechanism for such energy loss. Operating on the magnetic

transition lines below the bandgap of the high refractive index

material, or in the applications where high absorption effi-

ciency is not required will permit the use of structures with

larger dimensions. This approach can also permit the use of

materials with higher index of refraction, such as germanium,

since the scaling for the thin film goes as the fourth power of

the refractive index contrast between the thin layer and the

host material.

Very small dimensions can readily be achieved using the

nanorod structure approach; this would be beneficial for

design of nanoscale arrays and quantum networks coupled

through far field emissions2 and/or nearest neighbor spin inter-

actions26 which extend over a limited range on the order of

20–30 nm. Such arrays would have intrinsic polarizer proper-

ties, due to substantial differences in absorption for each

polarization, which would greatly reduce spurious interactions

and potentially eliminate the need for external polarizers,

which could in turn reduce losses. Indeed, internal fields are

reduced substantially for high refractive index cylinder with

permittivity er in the quasistatic Ex field Eint
x ¼ 2eh

ehþer
E0

x . Using

FDTD simulations, we obtained the ratio of absorption coeffi-

cients between polarizations normal and parallel to the nano-

rod axis for the silicon/porous silica nanorod system with

dimensions given above is 22. Furthermore, suppression of

electric dipole emission that could couple Hz-oriented dipoles

in the neighboring nanorods (assuming XY plane positioned

z-oriented nanorods) should minimize spurious interactions

between nanorods, ultimately increasing coherent lifetimes.

Azimuthal bull’s eye excitation, potentially augmented by a

field-induced resonance shift, can allow selective addressing

of individual nanocrystals at nanoscale spacing, thus permit-

ting further miniaturization for potential on-chip applications.

Alternatively, we can also envision systems where individual

nanocrystals are deterministically positioned and nearest-

neighbor coupled inside single nanorod along the nanorod

axis for the creation of quantum registers.

Future work should focus on the fabrication and charac-

terization of the nanorod devices described above operating

on magnetic dipole transitions. The porous silica matrix

could be fabricated using sol-gel techniques for low-k mate-

rial fabrication.19 Embedding very small nanoparticles in the

mesoporous silica matrices has been reported in the litera-

ture.27 Alternatively, a prefabricated structure could also be

suspended in air using optical trapping techniques, which

FIG. 3. Power flux versus nanorod size

in Y (blue), X (green), and Z (red)

direction for (a) Ey , (b) Hz, and (c) Ez

dipoles in MgO nanocrystal (solid) and

diamond nanocrystal (dashed). Note

that all structure dimensions are scaled

maintaining the same aspect ratio. (d)

Polar plot showing XZ plane distribu-

tion of emitted flux for Hz (blue), Ez

(green), and Ey (red) dipoles for 25 nm

long nanorod. The results are calcu-

lated without a polarizer.
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would also improve suppression ratio due to lowering of the

host medium refractive index. Nanorod structures can be

produced using e-beam lithography with feature sizes as

small as 6 nm.28 Both spherical and cubic geometries for

MgO nanocrystals have been shown in the in the experi-

ment.29 However, no work to date that we know of has

reported placing these nanocrystals within the nanorods.

Selective control of MD transitions presents a paradigm

for realization of nanoscale quantum optical devices. Having

the ability to read-out and access magnetic transitions, while

suppressing electric emission—even at room temperature—

may result in optical devices operating with high perform-

ance in previously unusable material systems.
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